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Meet Anya, Tasha and Bella - three princesses who just love wearing beautiful clothes. Use the

fantastic stickers in the middle of this book to dress them for all types of royal occasions; a masked

ball, a trip in a golden carriage, a horse ride through an enchanted forest and lots more. 24 pages &

10 sticker pages.
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Our daughter received this as a gift for her 4th birthday. She LOVES it. There are so many dolls to

dress and so many accessories that it can't possibly all be done in one sittting. She's had it for over

2 months now and still loves to pull it out and dress the dolls. It's a wonderful activity for little girls

that are into princesses.

My 4 year old princess loves dresses, clothes and stickers. She has always been creative and this

is a great combination of all the things she loves. She takes the stickers from the back of the book

and 'dresses' the plain characters in different themed pages. Each of the princesses have different

names. The costumes are elaborate and beautiful. She spent hours completing each page while we

were traveling in the car and on very long flights.I would not recommend it if your little one is not

typically patient with such things as it requires a fair amount of detail placing each sticker in place.

They are dressed in tiny shoes, tiaras, costumes, flowers and the backgrounds also have stickers to



complete. Some of the stickers are very intricate and can be a little difficult for tiny fingers to get off

the page without ripping but this was the exception.I hope to find other similar books for her. Very

enjoyable.

This sticker book is awesome! It's so much better than the other doll dressing sticker books I've

bought that have a ton of stickers and only one or two princesses to use them on. This book has

many princesses and many stickers, and it's beautiful! My five-year-old daughter has been busy on

her own for hours now!

Both my 5 year old and 2 year old loved these sticker dolly books. I bought 2 for a recent family

vacation and they were great little activities to pull out while waiting for our food at restaurants etc.

My only complaint would be that the stickers are sometimes hard to get out of the book without

ripping. My 5 year old had no trouble but I had to help the almost 3 year old on almost all of them.

They really aren't reusable sticker books either, I was expecting more of the vinyl type of peel on/off

stickers but these are the paper ones. Good quality though and for the price I don't mind buying

another book when they use these up.

I bought a few sticker books for my friend's 4 year old daughter's bday and thought I'd get one for

my own 3 year old to try out. She LOVED this. She loves that you can add the dresses, shoes,

background, etc to every page, any way she likes. I ended up buying even more sticker books, as

she can't get enough of this one. You can't really re-use the stickers, but I don't think she wants to

remove anything she's done. Great find.

I bought this for my four year old girl and she has spent hours playing with this sticker book, moving

the sticker outfits and room decor from page to page. She is even imagining stories that go with her

creations. Much more thought provoking and creative than the sticker books we get at the

pharmacy.

Nice scenery and stickers....hours of fun imaginative play which takes up little space in your home.

Nice big size. My daughter liked the one with historical fashions and wanted another book in the

series.

It came with some of the stickers already placed on the pages. I wasn't aware that I was buying a



used product. Most of the pages hadn't been done, but I was buying this as a gift for my daughter. I

was a little disappointed, but she won't know the difference.
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